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Abstract-An algorithm is derived, which solves the completion time variance (CTV) problem with 
equal processing times in G(n log n) time. This result indicates that the special case formulated by 
Merten and Muller (11 is well solvable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The CTV problem was first proposed by Merten and Muller [l], motivated by the file organization 
problem in computing systems, where it is desirable to provide uniform response times to users’ 
requests to retrieve data files. It may be shown that other scheduling problems may fit into 
the same mathematical model. A typical example is the just-in-time production in advanced 
manufacturing systems [2]. 
The CTV problem, in general, involves arbitrary processing times and weights. Nevertheless, 
in [l], Merten and Muller also proposed two special cases-one has equal weights and the other 
has equal processing times-and indicated that the characteristics of optimal solutions were not 
obvious even in these special cases. The equal weight case has since been studied extensively [2-71 
and shown to be NP-complete. It appears, however, that little has been obtained on the weighted 
case, although there have been reports [2,6] pointing out the difficulty in finding an optimal 
solution when weights as well as processing times are all arbitrary. 
In this paper, we address the special case where processing times are equal but weights are 
arbitrary. We show that this case is well solvable. An algorithm is derived, which can yield an 
optimal solution in 0(n logn) time. The proposed algorithm may be extended as a heuristic 
to the general problem involving arbitrary weights and processing times. This will be briefly 
discussed in the final section. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Given aset N = {1,2,. . . , n}, n > 1, of independent and simultaneously available jobs which 
are to be processed nonpreemptively on a single machine, job i requires a positive integer pro- 
cessing time pi and is assigned a positive integer weight wi, kfi E N. The problem is to find a 
sequence to process the jobs so that the variance of job completion times is minimized. Precisely, 
let II be the set of all permutations of the first n integers, and let X E II be a sequence in which 
integer i being at the kth position denotes that job i is the kth to be processed. Then, the problem 
is: _ n 
~2; CTV(X) = f c wi(Ci - c)‘, 
2=1 
(1) 
where Ci is the completion time of job i under X, (? = $ Cy=“=, wi Ci is the mean completion 
time, and W = Cz, wi is the sum of weights. 
We consider the case in which pi = p,Vi E N, where p is given. For ease of reference, we call 
the problem CTV-EP. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that wi 2 wj if i < j; and the 
machine starts to process the first job at time zero. 
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3. SOLUTION 
Let us first define the following auxiliary problem: 
n& 8(d) = 
1 
y$ 7(X, d) = k?Di(Ci - d)2 , 
i=l 1 
(2) 
which is to determine an optimal d* E 22 that minimizes Q(d). The function Q(d) is defined 
as the minimum of 7(X, d) with respect to X. 27 = 
( 
p/W, 2p/W,. . . , np 
> 
is the feasible set of d 
(IDI = nw>. 
LEMMA 1. X’ is optimal to CTV-EP if it minimizes 7(X, d”). 
PROOF. Let C,t be the completion time of job i, i E N, under X*, and c* be the corre- 
sponding mean completion time. It is easy to show that c E 2). So: Q(d*) = y(X*,d*) 5 
KJ@*) = +&IO,(?) 5 $A*$*), w h ere X0 is a sequence minimizing y(X, d) given d = c*. Thus, 
Cy=‘=, w~(C: -d*)’ 5 cr=l Wi(Ct -C*)2, which gives W(e - d*)2 5 0 after some simplification. 
This implies that d* = C’. 
Hence, for any X E II and the corresponding C’g, i E N, and 6, we have: 
This means that X* is optimal to CTV-EP. I 
Given any two sets of nonnegative numbers, A = {ai}y’l and B = {bi}y=,, define accordingly 
two sets d’ = {a:}:=, and 23’ = {b:}L, such that ai 2 u:+~ and b: 5 b:+,, where a!, E A and 
Y E D, Vi. The following inequality was proved in [8]. 
LEMMA 2 [8]. C~zla:b~ 5 ~~=I aibi. 
This lemma, in fact, tells us that the sum of pair-wise products of two sets of numbers is 
minimal if one of the sets is arranged from largest to smallest and the other from smallest to 
largest. Now let us apply this to solve the problem e; 7(X, do) = Cz, wi(Ci - d”)2 given 
d” E D. Consider A = {wi} and B = {(Ci - do)2}. B ecause pi = p, Vi E N, the completion time 
Ci of job i, i E N, can take one and only one of the values in {p, 2p,. . . , np} (a problem with 
different processing times does not hold this property). This means that the elements in B are 
fixed. The arrangement of elements in this set, however, depends on X. The problem is to choose 
an optimal X0 so that 7(X0, do) is minimal. 
As it has been assumed that Wi 2 wj if i < j, we may simply let u: = wi,Vi E N. Hence, 
according to Lemma 2, 7(X0, do) is minimal if X0 is chosen in such a way that b’, = (Cl - do)2 is 
the smallest, b’, = (C2 - do)2 is the second smallest,. . . , and b& = (C, - do)2 is the largest. Such 
a sequence X0 can be constructed in n steps, noting that Ci E {p, 2p,. . . , np}, Vi E N. We thus 
have the following result. 
LEMMA 3. Assume wi 2 wj if i < j, Vi, j E N. For any given d E V, the problem ~2; y(X, d) = 
ZL wi(Ci - d)2 is solvable in O(n) time. 
According to Lemma 1, an optimal d* minimizing 9(d) needs to be searched out from D. The 
following lemma gives a possible range of d*, which narrows the domain of search. 
LEMMA& i p_ n C d* 5 (in + 1)p. 
PROOF. Suppose d’ E D is optimal but d’ < inp. Then 3X’ = {il, i2, . . . , in} E II such that 
7(x’, d’) = CL, wi(Cl - d’)2 5 $A, d) = Cyc1 wi(Ci - d)2, Vd E D and X E II, where Cl is the 
completion time of job i, i E N, under X’. 
Now construct a new sequence Ye”’ = {in, il, ia,. . . , &_I}, and denote the completion time of 
job i under this sequence as Cr’“, i E N. Choose dne” = d’ + p. Clearly, XneW E II, dnew E D, 
and wi(Crw - dnew)2 = wi(Cl - d’)2, Vi # i,, but win(C~~W - dnew)2 = wi,(p - dnew)2 = 
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wi,(p - d’ - p)2 < ur$,,(np - d’)2 = w~,,(C;~ - d’)2, b ecause d’ < fnp. This contradicts that 
+y(x’,d’) < y(X,d), Vd E 2J and A E II. Thus, we must have d* 2 fnp. Similarly, one can prove 
that d* I (in + 1)~. I 
Let ZS = {d ( d E 2, and $p 5 d 5 ($n + 1)~). A straightforward way to determine d* is to 
enumerate the set D*. This requires O(W) steps (since ID* ] = O(W)). So, O(nw) steps will be 
needed to find d* and the corresponding X*, noting Lemma 3. This computational complexity is 
pseudo-polynomial in the problem size. Fortunately, the following observation allows us to get 
around this problem. 
LEMMA 5. Let dl = fnp, da = a(n + l)p, and ds = ($z + 1)~. 
(a) If A* minimizes y(X, d) for d = dl + E, then it minimizes y(X, d) for all dl 5 d 5 d2; 
(b) If A” minimizes y(X, d) for d = dp + E, then it minimizes y(X, d) for all dz 5 d 2 ds, where 
s is any given constant satisfying 0 < E < $p. 
PROOF. (a) and (b) are similar. Let us consider (a). 
Given d = dl + E, the elements in the set t3 = { (ip - d)2}rZ”=1 are strictly distinct. So a sequence 
X* can be uniquely determined such that b: = (Ci - d)2 < bi = (Cj - d)2 if i < j, Vi, j E n/, 
where Ci, Cj E (p, 2p,. . . , np}. This sequence does not change if dl < d < d2. When d = dl or 
d = d2, there exist more than one sequences such that b: 5 b; if i < j, V&j E N, but one of 
them is identical to X*. According to Lemma 2, X* is optimal to yi;y(X, d) = ~~Z1 wi(Ci - d)2 
foralldi <d<dz. I 
THEOREM 1. The following sequences are optimal solutions to CTV-EP. 
(i) If n is even, A* = {n - 1, n - 3,. . . ,3,1,2,. . . , n - 2, n} and X*’ = {n, n - 2,. . . ,2,1,3,. . . , 
n-3,n-1); 
(ii) If n is odd, A* = {n - 1, n - 3,. . . ,2,1,3,. . . , n - 2, n} and A*’ = {n, n - 2,. . . ,3,1,2,. . . , 
n-3,n-1). 
PROOF. Consider n is even (the proof for an odd n is similar). From Lemmas 5 and 2, it is 
not hard to verify that an optimal sequence to n& y(X,d) is A* if dl 5 d 5 dz, and an optimal 
sequence to n& y(X, d) is X*’ if d2 5 d 5 ds. It follows from Lemma 4 that one of X* and X*’ 
must be an optimal sequence corresponding to the optimal d* of rnn; \k(d) (see equation (2)). 
Thus, it is evident from Lemma 1 that one of X* and X*’ must be an optimal solution to CTV-EP. 
Let the completion time of job i, i E N, corresponding to X* and X*’ be Cr and Cr’ , respectively. 
Clearly, CT = np - CT’ + p, Vi E N. It may be shown from equation (1) that CTV(X*) = 
CTV(X*‘). Th ere ore, f both X* and X*’ are optimal to CTV-EP. I 
We now analyse the time complexity of the algorithm implied by Theorem 1 to generate X* 
and A*‘. For any instance of CTV-EP, if {wi}~=i have been numbered such that wi 2 wz 2 
. . . 2 w,,, then it requires O(n) time to construct a sequence X* or X”‘. On the other hand, it is 
known that the time complexity to sort a set of numbers so that they are numbered from largest 
to smallest is O(nlogn). So the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(nlogn). 
Last, we note that the integer restriction imposed on wi and pi, Vi E N, is not necessary. The 
algorithm remains valid if these parameters are positive real numbers. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Two optimal sequences are derived for the CTV problem with pi = p,Vi. The sequences can 
be constructed by an algorithm in O(n log n) time. This means that the problem is well solvable. 
The paper aims at solving the special CTV problem of Merten and Muller. Nevertheless, the 
results obtained can be extended to more general problems, one of which is a bi-criterion problem 
of minimizing cy., wi(Ci - (?)2 + wet with pi = p, Vi (see [3] for a discussion of such measures). 
An O(n2) procedure has been developed, primarily based on Lemma 3 and a modification of 
Lemma 4, to solve the problem. 
A more significant work is to generalize the results to problems with arbitrary weights and 
processing times. We have found that a heuristic derived from the findings in this paper can 
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produce a sub-optimal solution to a CTV problem where processing times do not differ very 
much. Probabilistic analysis is being carried out to investigate the relative error of the sub- 
optimal solution. These will be reported in a later paper. 
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